
Graphic style and eleGance  

for contemporary home and work interiors

Vertical Blinds



Vertical 
Blinds

a sleek, modern way to control 
light and protect privacy
 
For contemporary home and work 
environments, Luxaflex® Vertical Blinds are 
a way to control light, heat and privacy 
while also enhancing aesthetic appeal 
and preserving views. What’s more, they’re 
highly versatile. Vertical blinds adapt 
readily to architectural challenges, such 
as floor-to-ceiling expanses of glass and 
unusual-shaped windows.

contemporary elegance,  
exceptional practicality

Available in a wide range of fabrics, including 

translucents and textures, Luxaflex Vertical Blinds 

provide a graphic element to interior style. They 

give the impression of height, which accentuates 

the sense of light and space in feature rooms. And 

they always hang straight, so finding a window 

shade solution for angled and curved glass is not 

a problem. For homes and commercial premises 

with fantastic views, vertical blinds can be easily 

positioned for minimal obstruction. 

The practicality of vertical blinds has given them 

a worldwide following. Variable blade positioning 

makes it easy to control light and heat from the 

sun. Vertical blinds can also be used for blockout - 

200° closure ensures there’s minimal light leakage 

between blades. To allow door access, blades can 

be easily retracted. As you can imagine, cleaning 

requirements are minimal because vertical blades 

don’t provide ‘shelves’ for dust. An occasional wipe 

with a damp cloth is all that’s needed. 
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Benefits

• Elegant architectural aesthetics

• Efficient light and heat control

• Blades can be angled for minimal  
view disruption

• Narrow stack allows more glass to  
be exposed

• Headroom is maintained for sliding  
and French doors

• Vertical blades don’t collect dust

• Can be used with unusual  
window shapes
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for workplaces

With Luxaflex Vertical Blinds it’s easy to make the 

most use of natural light, which is preferred by 

people working in office environments. Maximising 

natural light also helps to reduce the cost of 

lighting. When sunshine makes working conditions 

uncomfortable, blades can be adjusted to provide 

partial or complete shade.  

for irregular-shaped windows

Vertical blinds always hang straight down, so they 

can be used with angled window shapes. For 

architecturally-designed homes and workplaces 

with unique window features, Luxaflex vertical blinds 

are an intelligent light and privacy control solution. 

for large sliding and folding doors

Vertical blinds won’t reduce head space on 

sliding and French doors, because they stack 

vertically. To allow doors to be used, blinds can 

be easily retracted. When retracted, the stacked 

blades occupy minimal space, so that views are 

maximised. Stacking options include one way 

draw to the left or right, two way draw, or  

centre stacking. 

for apartments and houses

The simplicity, practicality and graphic elegance 

of Luxaflex Vertical Blinds makes them ideal for 

contemporary homes and apartments. They can 

be used in living and bedroom environments for 

controlling light, shade and privacy. They can also 

be used in areas, such as kitchens, bathrooms 

and laundries, because the blades are made from 

high performance fabrics. 



Tracks may be finished with inserts that co-ordinate 
with fabric selection or self-finished using the EOS 
round front profile. 

Standard cord control  

Child-safe option with no hanging cords (optional)
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Three options are available:  Three options are available:  

Traditional finishing with weights  
and chains.

Right stack

Split stack

Centre stack

 ‘Earless’ weights without chains.

Fully sewn-in weights  
(additional cost).

EOS® track

The EOS track system includes an extruded 
aluminium alloy section (45mm deep by 25mm high) 
and a clutch mechanism to turn the slats.

The narrow blade travellers are 
completely drawn against the  
end cap when the blind is 
opened, so that the blade stack  
is reduced to a minimum.1

The headrail and other  
visible components are slim  
and elegant. 
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Blades are always equally spaced 
and sure to hang straight, due to 
the self-alignment mechanism in 
the slat traveller.
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The blade stack can be moved 
to the opposite side of the track 
by releasing the end stop. This is 
handy when windows need to  
be cleaned.  3

Operation is smooth and  
easy, even when blinds are  
very large. 
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If a hook is damaged, it can 
be easily replaced without 
dismantling the headrail. 
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Your choices

Blockout
Choose a blockout fabric if you want darkness and privacy in bedroom and living areas. Available in  
a range of monochromatic shades and contemporary textures.

Translucent
A smart choice if you want light and privacy at the same time. Light filtering fabrics are available in  
a range of opacities, colours and textures.

Fabrics

Slat finishing

Control operations

Track finishes

Stack options


